Birds Netting Installed Under Colorado Bridge

**Location:** Glendwood Springs, CO

**Bird Problem:** An overpass bridge had become overrun with birds nesting and was accumulating excess bird droppings on pipes and I-beams. The droppings could cause potential damages to the bridge as well as leave the sidewalks soiled below.

**Product Installed:** Bird Net 2000™ Heavy Duty Netting

**Product Details:** Bird Net 2000™ is a heavy duty polyethylene netting used to prevent birds from accessing unwanted areas. In order to install the netting and permanently keep the birds from nesting, the installer used access equipment and PPE.

The Bird Netting was installed under and along the sides of the municipal bridge.

Exposed beams and pipes provided a safe spot for wayward birds.

Bird Netting is the most efficient and effective way of preventing birds from accessing the bridge.

The city no longer has to pay for routine maintenance under the bridge.